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Abstract
“An ideal Open Area Test Site consists of an infinite, perfectly conduct-
ing ground plane which is free from any obstruction and with no ambient
electromagnetic noise, over which the test frequency is radiated” (Coates
2004)
This project investigates the Faculty of Engineering and Surveying (FOES) 5th floor
landing for its suitability as an Open Area Test Site (OATS). The main Australian
standard to be applied is AS/NZS CISPR 16.1:2002 - Specification for radio disturbance
and immunity measuring apparatus and methods.
Compliance with the Australian standard AS/NZS CISPR 16.1:2002 is used to ensure
conformity across all certified sites. This standard applies to the frequency range of
30MHZ to 1GHz and seeks to replicate a perfect system in free space. As this is a
theoretical possibility only, tolerances are institutionalised in the form of standards to
allow their uniformity. It is also recognised that compliance across the entire spectrum
is highly unlikely and therefore partial compliance in the frequency domain is another
option available. These two levels are referred to as a Calibration Test Site (CALTS)
and a Compliance Test Site (COMTS).
This dissertation discusses why the OATS should be developed and the roles that
it can serve in. It looks at the issues of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and
electromagnetic interference (EMI). The impact this is having on the world today and
what can be done with an OATS to help improve the situation.
ii
In order to understand what the OATS is capable of, it is best that users comprehend
the principles behind the sites operation. The subject matter of OATS theory is pre-
sented and covers the types of EMI, phase centre (PC) variation of antenna, near and
far field boundaries, antenna factors (AF), ground reference planes, multipath prop-
agation, wave reflections and statistical uncertainties. Consideration is also given to
environmental sustainability and ethical responsibilities. The practicality of the site
is discussed in the context of Australian standards. The standards are looked at in-
dividually for their contribution in the overall development of the site. The OATS
is then assessed for indicative parameters such as physical site influences, equipment
limitations, spectral allocation and legal responsibilities.
The site validation procedure developed for this project is presented in detail. This
includes the combination of several site modifications and the methodology behind each
configuration. The determination of test equipment correction factors (CF) and the
correct implementation is introduced. Methodology concerning derivation of the factors
for specific equipment configurations and their limitations is presented. Modelling of
data outside of these designated datum’s is developed through a theoretical model
and the accuracy of this model is considered. Test data sheets are available in a
spreadsheet format (on dissertation CD and Appendix D) that enables data collation
to be standardised between users. Support is provided in the form of a series of test
data sheet “walk throughs” enabling data entry, collation and graphical formatting of
results.
Results from periodical testing throughout 2004 are catalogued. These results are
presented in a series of graphs. The results discussion considers the impact of site
modifications and the overall conformity of the OATS.
The dissertation concludes with the technical results obtained. Specifically that the
site is classified as a compliant test site (COMTS) for the region of 60MHZ to 85MHz
in a variety of polarisations. Achievement of the years objectives are discussed along
with the possibilities of future works concerning the OATS.
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Nomenclature
The world of engineering has a great deal of abreviations, acronyms and nomencul-
ture that are used in every day discussions within an applicable specialisation. To an
“outsider” all these shortnings may create confusion and apprehension due to a lack of
comprehension through no fault of their own.
Within this section are all the abreviations and acronymns used within this disertation
so as to provide a glossary of terms to those not familiar with this field. The list is
compilled in alphabetical order and located over the page.
Nomenclature xviii
ACA Australian Communications Authority
AF Antennae factor
An Actual normalised
ARRL American Radio Relay League
Attn. attenuation
BW Bandwidth
CALTS Calibration Test Site
CD Compact Disc
CF Centre Frequency or correction factor
coax coaxial cable
COMTS Compliant test site
dB decibel
D.O.D Department of Defence
EM Electromagnetic
ESD Enviromentally Sustainable Development
EUT equipment under test
FOES Faculty of Engineering and Surveying
freq frequency
GRP Ground reference plane
IAW In Accordance With
IEAUST Institute of Engineers Australia
i/p input
Log Logarithmic
NATA National Association of Testing Authorities (Australia)
NSA Normalised Site Attenuation
OATS Open Area Test Site
o/p output
PC phase centre
PCCF phase centre correction factor
RBW Resolution Bandwidth
RPII Radiological Protection Institute of Ireland
Rx reciever or reception
Tx transmitter or transmission
USQ University of Southern Queensland
WHO World Health Orginisation
Chapter 1
Introduction
The world of engineering is well aware of the limited resources available today and for
the future. It is an increasing factor that society is required to “make do ” and improve
on what it already has at its disposal. This is not necessarily a bad thing as it makes
us think of the possiblities more thouroughly than if we could simply replace an item
and obtain a new one. At the same time, the demand on societies infrastructure is
increasing with greater flexability and efficency expected to go hand in hand.
These are a few of the concepts that have helped drive the development of this project.
A desire to see existing University resources be used in more efficent and practical
manner. To increase the useful possibilities for the current electrical experimentation
facilities for the student body by the development of a much needed auxilary testing
capability. All of this is to be achieved on a limited monetary, man power and time
budget.
The desire for improvement must be achieved whilst keeping the surrounding enviro-
ment in balance. It is not just the ecology which initailly springs to mind but also
the expenditure versus gain, fair and legal use of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum
within the site locality and for the right ethical and moral reasons.
The core engineering work of technical issues still remains the key ingredient within this
project. The understanding of the basic principles behind an OATS and its subsequent
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development is contained within this dissertation. The theory surrounding these issues
include conceptual theory, EM propagation, electromagentic compatibility, correction
factors, site variation, national standards, practicality and procedural validation.
If all these principles and concepts are considered appropriately then the succesful
completion of this project, whatever the results are, will have been achieved.
1.1 Overview of Dissertation
Chapter 2 - Why develop an Open Area Test Site (OATS) Discusses the
purpose of the project such as increasing test facilities, the type of testing involved and
the concept of standards. Several definitions about what an OATS is are introduced.
Chapter 3 - Electromagnetic compatibility Defines and describes the issues of
electromagnetic compatibility, the impact on real world situations and how to improve
the current conditions.
Chapter 4 - Theory behind an OATS Principal concepts behind the develop-
ment, modification and implications of an OATS. It deals to varying degrees of depth
with issues such as types of electromagnetic interferance, units of measurement, spec-
tral useage, antennae concepts, site modifications, EM propagation and equipment
specifications.
Chapter 5 - Environmnetal and ethical considerations Highlights the issues
surrounding environmentally sustainable development and the ethical responsibilities
of the modern engineer.
Chapter 6 - Practical use of an OATS Illustrates what an end user can do with
the site upon completion of this project. The concept of active and passive analysis
is introduced, the useable spectrum and the necessatity to check that spectrum before
transmitting.
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Chapter 7 - Developing an OATS Presents the concept of site validation within
an Australian national standards framework and how to achieve that objective. The two
major and one minor Australian stnadard and a foreign standard that are examined
as to their relevancy. The OATS site is investigated for issues such as physical site
influences, test equipment limitations, spectral useage, legal and ethical responsibilities.
Chapter 8 - Site validation procedure Details how to validate the site in ac-
cordance with the previously discussed Australian standards. It contains both the
procedure for doing so and the methodology behind obtaining correction factors for the
test equipment used.
Chapter 9 - Test data sheets Deals with the coallation of data obtained from the
processes carried out in chapter 8. It contains a step by step process for completing
the data sheets from either a “blank” copy or an excel style spreadsheet. Supporting
this is a set of completed sheets that help explain the process to those unfamiliar with
the material.
Chapter 10 - Results Documents the test data from through out the project period.
This data is presented in the final graphed format for easier end user interpretation.
Chapter 11 - Conclusion Presents the final technical conclusions relating to the
sites performance against the Australian standards used within this project. It also
presents an overall achievement of objectives and discusses aspects of future work that
could be conducted.
Chapter 2
Why develop an Open Area Test
Site (OATS)
2.1 Introduction
The Faculty of Engineering and Surveying (FOES) at the University of Southern
Queensland (USQ) does not currently operate an Open Area Test Site (OATS). The
faculty currently has one anechoic chamber and one screen room by which to conduct
electrical research, experiments and practical classes. Demand for these facilities have
urged management to consider a third chamber or an OATS in order to alleviate heavy
work loads for the facilities.
It is the primary scope of this project to develop an OATS that will satisfy the Aus-
tralian standards and is capable of handling both experiments and practical classes. It
is the secondary scope of this project to provide the framework necessary for re-assessing
the validity of this site annually.
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2.2 Description of an open area test site (OATS)
“An ideal Open Area Test Site consists of an infinite, perfectly conduct-
ing ground plane which is free from any obstruction and with no ambient
electromagnetic noise, over which the test frequency is radiated.” - (Coates
2004)
The theoretical ideal of an open area test site is a site situated solely within free space.
Free space being a vacuum completely devoid of undesirable influences such as gravity,
electromagnetic fields, cosmic radiation and reflective regions.
As this is an impractical specification, the OATS has been developed in order to provide
a practical solution whilst aiming to model the free space ideal. The OATS site is
typically situated within a cleared level area that is devoid of objects, both above and
below ground, which may interfere with the propagation of electromagnetic fields.
An OATS can be further classified as a calibration test site (CALTS) or compliant test
site (COMTS).
2.3 Description of a calibration test site (CALTS)
A calibration test site (CALTS) is an OATS that complies with the tightly specified site
attenuation specifications. These sites are used for determining the free space antenna
factor and as an industry standard for comparison of compliant test sites.
2.4 Description of a compliant test site (COMTS)
A compliance test site (COMTS) is an OATS that has less stringent specifications than
a CALTS. The site is still capable of producing valid, repeatable measurements. These
sites are generally developed for specific frequency regions and/or purposes. This is the
most common form of OATS within industry.
Chapter 3
Electromagnetic compatibility
3.1 Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
“1. The ability of a set of electronic devices to work together without
being adversely affected by each other’s electromagnetic fields. 2. In radio
communication, the relative immunity of a device or devices to the effects
of electromagnetic field. ” (Gibilisco 2004)
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the ability of a system to be both immune
to other systems electromagnetic (EM) fields, also known as electromagnetic interfer-
ance (EMI), and not produce its own EM fields or EMI that adversely affect nearby
equipment.
There are different levels of EMC standards that can be applied to electronic systems.
Not all standards are mandatory but some level of EMC may be required dependent
on the country that the system is designed to operate in.
For this dissertation, compliance is being sort with the standard AS/NZS CISPR
16.1:2002 Specification for radio disturbance and immunity measuring apparatus and
methods. Part 1: Radio disturbance and immunity measuring apparatus. Part 2: Meth-
ods of measurement of disturbance and immunity
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3.2 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
“A phenomenon in which electronic devices upset each other’s operation.
Computers, television receivers, telephone sets, high-fidelity sound equip-
ment, and certain medical devices can malfunction because of strong radio-
frequency fields such as those from a nearby broadcast transmitter. The
EMI is usually the result of improper or ineffective shielding in the affected
device or system.” (Gibilisco 2004)
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is both a naturally occurring phenomenon and a
man made problem. EMI is the emission of any electric, magnetic or electromagnetic
radiation that is not designed into a system or causes an adverse effect on other equip-
ment. EMI is delivered to another system via radiated emission or conducted emissions.
If it is classified as a radiated emission then the delivery medium used is free space where
as a conducted emission is through a connecting wire or surface.
Radiated emissions are a result of a voltage or current being applied to a wire or
track. The initial current will develop a magnetic field that surrounds the medium.
The receptor wire then passes through the developed magnetic field and, in accordance
with Lenz’s law, a corresponding current is induced with an opposing polarity to the
original (See 4.2 Magnetic coupling). When a voltage is applied to a wire with another
in close enough proximity, then an electric field will be developed. This will then
perform in a manner similar to a capacitor (See 4.2 Electric coupling).
Conducted emissions are the result of an electromagnetic disturbance being delivered
to the system via any medium other than free space. This usually takes the form of
electromagnetic noise received from interconnecting wires. This noise is developed by
systems that have a poor EMC specification. It is increasingly common for the majority
of this noise to occur as higher order harmonics originating from devices such as switch
mode power supplies (SMPS) in computers and digital communication devices.
Reducing the effects of EMI is dependent on the type of interference being experienced.
For radiated emissions a combination of cable and system shielding is usually employed.
With conducted emissions passive and/or active line filtering is an effective option.
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3.3 EMC in the world
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is required to provide a level of safeguard that
electronic equipment should perform as intended. This is given in the form of compli-
ance requirements for electronic equipment that wish to be sold or distributed within
Australia. Requirements can vary widely between countries and it is therefore best
practice to consult the standards for the intended place of use.
An agreed standard within a country allows all designers to develop equipment with
the knowledge that they need only provide enough built in control measures to reduce
EMI to acceptable levels. It follows naturally that the same equipment need only be
capable of succesful operations within an enviroment with a similar level of interference
as all devices within the locality will have adhered to the same standard.
Overall the need for EMC is driven by economics and industry to find an optimised
level of EMI control and EMC functionality.
3.4 Poor EMC results in EMI
If a country or its electronic / electrical equipment has a relatively poor EMC standards
then it may produce large enough amounts of EMI resulting in disruption to the normal
operation of other electronic equipment.
This may not appear harmful on the surface or around every day items such as televi-
sions or microwave ovens. Although the interference of a mobile phone pre-ring data
transfer over the top of your favourite television show may be annoying it is not detri-
mental to the equipment or the viewer. It does become a serious concern in more
critical areas such as hospital equipment and aircraft. For example, if a poor EMC
device was introduced to a hospital theatre and emitted a large enough dose of EMI to
disrupt the normal operation of vital equipment (e.g. heart monitor or drug dispenser)
then the end result could be a fatality.
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If it was found that the equipment that produced the EMI blast was operating outside
of the required standards then the company that developed it, as well as its’ engineers,
may be held legally responsible for that fatality.
No company or individual wants to have their equipments name dragged down because
it fails to perform to specifications because it operates beside a particulary noisy EMI
device. It can therfore be seen as a matter of professional courtesy to adhere to these
standards and perhaps aim a little higher than for the minimum.
3.5 How can an OATS help?
An open area test site can provide an alternative site for EMC, EMI and general testing
of equipment.
A combination of issues may make an OATS the most viable option out of a long list
of alternatives. In this project the advantages of locality, price and availability are the
major incentives driving the investigation.
There are such a variety of levels that an OATS may comply to that it is always sure
to fit into one. This may not be the developers primary choice but actually be all that
is achievable within the budget constraints and then a comprimise needs to be reached.
Chapter 4
Theory behind an OATS
4.1 The basics about OATS
An Open Area Test Site (OATS) is designed to replicate as closely as possible an ideal
site where by highly accurate EMI and EMC measurements can be performed.
This task is achieved by the development of a set of standards by a national body that
direct site developers and users about the parameters that are to be achieved. This
data is produced in the form of a normalised site attenuation data table (NSA). The
detailed theory behind the derivation of the NSA data is of little concern to the site
implementers and will not be covered. It is sufficient to say that having a site conform
to these figures and the site modifications are of primary concern.
The standard does not provide a definitive guide on how to succesfully modify your site
but rather some generic ideas that may be applicable. It is up to the engineer on how
best to correct the site to the standard. This is were the “art” of engineerng comes to
the fore as the modifications are based around theory, experience and a little educated
guess work.
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4.2 Types of EMI
EMI can be found in many forms. These may include;
1. Cosmic radiation,
2. Ambient noise,
3. Magnetic coupling,
4. Electric coupling,
5. Electromagnetic, and
6. Non-electrical origin.
Cosmic radiation Cosmic radiation is described by the Radiological Protection In-
stitute of Ireland (RPII) as a ”naturally occurring ionising radiation arising from sources
outside the Earth’s atmosphere”. It consists primarily of charged and neutral particles
such as protons, electrons and heavy ions. Upon interaction with the earth’s atmo-
sphere, the primary particles are broken down into secondary particles such as ions,
neutrons and gamma rays.
Cosmic radiation accounts for approximately 13% of all naturally occurring background
radiation (WHO 2004).
Ambient noise Ambient noise consists of any unwanted emissions detected within
the desired OATS locality that will adversely affect measurements.
Magnetic coupling Magnetic or inductive coupling can be explained by the phe-
nomenon of Lenz’s law. As a current is passed through a wire, a resultant magnetic
field is established perpendicular to the originating source. The magnetic field will
change in both strength and polarity in sympathy with the source current. As this
field cuts a receptor, an equivalent current is created in proportional opposition. This
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induces an unwanted signal upon any wires or system that passes through a changing
magnetic field.
This problem is prevalent in equipment under test (EUT) that have a relatively high
current capacity. It is also aggravated where cables are coiled together as the magnetic
flux density is increased.
Electric coupling Electric, also known as capacitive, coupling can be described as
the mimicry of a capacitor by equipment when it is not intended. This phenomenon
being defined herein as being any two or more regions that are separated by a dielectric
and contain differing potentials that establishes an electric field. Therefore there will
be a level of leakage between these regions and/or electric field interaction upon the
excitement of a varying potential. The resultant of this is the corruption of the desired
signal by the ensuing voltage variations. This problem is most prevalent in EUT that
have relatively high voltage lines.
Electromagnetic Electromagnetic interference is the combined interaction of both
electric and magnetic fields, interfering in various strengths, from a single source as a
combined wave. The American Radio Relay League (ARRL) describes electromagnetic
energy as “a spatial and time-dependent pattern of energy” (ARRL 1993, p2-1). The
dictionary of electronics describes it as “Exhibiting both electric and magnetic proper-
ties (e.g., an electromagnetic wave).” (Gibilisco 2004). This is the most common form
of EMI encountered within the spectrum of analysis of this dissertation.
Non-electrical origin Non-electrical origin interference encompasses unwanted sig-
nal generation by means such as piezoelectric, thermoelectric, triboelectric, electro-
chemical, contact noise and static build up.
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4.3 Various units of measurement
When analysing various measurement parameters within the OATS validation proce-
dure there are several unit types that can be utilised. These include;
1. dB,
2. dBi,
3. dBd,
4. dBd-I,
5. dBd-RM, and
6. dBd-RR.
It is the authors’ current opinion that the implementation of the more common dB
methodology will be most appropriate. This is due to the ease of conversion to AF
units, intelligibility for users of the finished dissertation procedure and the equipment
being utilised has this unit as its default measurement.
dB The most commonly referred to unit is the decibel or dB and is normally utilised
with reference to either power or voltage, dBW and dBV respectively. The notation
also indicates the scale of reference such as dBmV or dB µW. This method lends itself
to presenting the output of the antenna as read by a sensing device such as a volt or
watt meter. It does not determine, without further details, the field strengths that the
antenna is emmersed within. It is useful if the user is not concerned with the EM fields
but rather the final relative result of such interactions. Equations 4.1 and 4.2 located
below are for calculating the gain in dB.
dBW = 10log
Pout
Pin
(4.1)
dBV = 20log
Vout
Vin
(4.2)
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dBi This method of comparison is referred to as decibels relative to isotropic or dBi.
This involves the removal of any ambiguity due to possible variations in the reference by
instituting a mathematical ideal, the isotropic antenna, as the basis for comparisson. An
isotropic antenna is considered to have perfect uniformity within its radiation pattern
so as to be a sphere in free space. The power density of such a sphere is give as per
equation 4.3.
Powerdensity =
Pin ·G
4piR2
(4.3)
The component G is the gain of the antenna under test, for an isotropic antenna a unit
value of 1 is used. This can now be implemented with the standard dB calculation, per
equation 4.4, as we now have a universal reference regardless of the antenna type and
this is called the dBi.
dBi = 10log
P ·G
4piR2
P
4piR2
= 10log(G) (4.4)
The dBi is gaining popularity as the preferred measurement due to its common refer-
ence.
dBd The concept of the dBd is to use a basic dipole as a frame of reference. This
has lead to a variety of dBd concepts such as the dBd-I, dBd-RM and dBd-RR. These
concepts are explored in further detail in the following sections.
dBd-I This version is the comparison of an antenna to that of an ideal dipole within
free space. This unit can be directly converted to a dBi value by the addition of 2.15dB
to the dBd. This is possible as the ideal dipole antenna has a theoretical gain of 2.15dBi
over an isotropic antenna.
dBd-RM This version is the comparison of the gain for the test antenna over a real
dipole modeled at the same height as the test antenna.
dBd-RR This version is the comparison of the gain for the test antenna over a real
dipole physically placed in the same position as the test antenna.
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4.4 Frequency range
Due to the inherit nature of an OATS there will always be an encroachment upon the
spectrum by ambient emissions. Ideally these conditions would be rectifiable through
both active and passive negation processes but this is not always possible. Various
signals will not be correctable for factors such as their strength. This can be seen at
the site of this dissertation, the USQ FOES 5th floor landing.
The multitude of EM signals propagated around an inhabited area, such as a city, may
include sources such as;
1. Radio stations,
2. Television stations,
3. Air traffic communications,
4. CB’s (Taxi),
5. Mobile phones, and
6. Relay towers.
These may legally broadcast with their assigned spectrums as per the relevant govern-
ment regulations. Removing the signals would require the termination of the trans-
mission source whenever the OATS is in use. As the users of these systems would be
most reluctant to do so, a compromise must be reached by the OATS facility. This is
usually in the form of a restricted frequency band available for OATS measurement.
Hence, the majority of OATS are classified as COMTS. The site under development at
the FOES, through this project, will be classified as a COMTS.
Table 4.1 contains the frequency spectrum regions that are to be assessed for suitability.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the spectrum being analysed against a broad sweep on a spectrum
analyser in February 2004 at the OATS site.
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From (MHz) To (MHz)
30 40
70 85
110 140
240 440
420 440
500 520
660 690
800 840
900 920
960 1000
Table 4.1: Frequency regions of analysis
Figure 4.1: Highlitghted areas of interest within the spectrum analysis of the OATS
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4.5 Phase centre (PC) variation of an antenna
The phase centre (PC) of an antenna is considered to be the physical locality from
where the resultant EM field emanates. On a multi element antenna, the active element
depends upon the injected frequency this in turn causes the actual PC to vary. As a
result of this movement, the specific separation distance between the transmitting PC
and the receiving PC is dependent upon the frequency.
This problem can be addressed through adjusting the antenna distances whilst using
discrete signals. When using a swept frequency analysis a PC correction factor (PCCF)
needs applying.The PCCF method is in the development stage and there is currently
no Australian standards for its implementation.
Mullner and Kriz (2004) discuss the implications of PC variation upon sites and when
this should be taken into consideration. Chen, Foeglle and Harrington (1999) detail
there results concerning PC variation, calculation of the true antenna centre and the
implications on the results they obtained. These papers provide additional information
on the concept of PC variation.
4.6 Endfire and broadside arrays
When a series of dipoles are used as a directive antenna array the EM emissions can
be classified into two broadgroups based upon the direction of propagation from the
originating antenna. The classifications are broadside and endfire. Their names are
indicative of the emmission properties that they have.
The endfire system produces the majority of its main beam energy out one or both
ends of the array. The broadside system directs the main beam perpindicular to the
dipole elemental axis. These classifications are based on a pure strain of main beam
emission. These are not the only types of main beam dispersal, more complex systems
such as phased and collinear arrays are available, but the broadfire and endfire are
fairly common due to the reduction in system costs. Figure 4.2 provides an illustration
of these two methods of main beam directivity.
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The Ultralog antenna used in the project for the transmitting unit is of the endfire
configuration. The American Radio Relay League handbook provides practical details
on how to design and implement versions of both these antennaes (ARRL 1993, p17-8).
Figure 4.2: Endfire and broadside main beam emmissions
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4.7 Near and far fields
The resultant EM field developed by a radiating antenna can be divided into two
distinct zones with an intermeshing transitionary boundary between them. These two
areas are known as the near and far fields.
When a signal is radiated from an antenna, the elecrtic and magnteic fields are not
within phase until the boundary layer is reached. Whilst within the near field the main
wave present will be representative of the source. A high current system will exhibit
a stronger magnetic component where as a high voltage system will produce a larger
electric field. Upon passing the transition zone the two waves form a true EM wave
through the establishment of perpindicularity between the two fields and the direction
of propagation. This is also known as the plane wave.
The transitionary boundary can be determined using one of two different methods,
either Rayleigh or Maxwell. The Rayleigh method is not based on the field structure,
as in Maxwell’s method, but rather the resultant radiation pattern of any physical
source greater than a single point. The Maxwell equation is d = λspi (m)as opposed to
the more common Rayleigh equation is d = 2D
2
λ (m). It is a common industry practice
to implement Rayleighs’ method and therefore table 4.2 and figure 4.3 below detail this
model.
Schaffner and Chase (2001) discuss the implications of the near and far fields upon
antennas used for EMC testing. Trakadas and Capsaliss (2001) consider in detail the
implications that near fields impose upon some OATS and the measures they have
taken to incorporate this into a theoretical model.
The following data and example has been calculated for the broadband antenna that
is used as the transmitting unit within this project.
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Frequency - MHz Boundary - m
d = 2D
2
λ
10 60.00
30 20.00
100 6.00
200 3.00
300 2.00
1000 0.60
Table 4.2: Transition boundaries for near/far fields
The following example, equation 4.5, is for the transition boundary distance for 10MHz.
d =
2D2
λ
=
(2 ∗ 12)
(10E63E8 )
= 60.00m (4.5)
where: D is the average antenna element length. λis the wavelength of the selected
frequency.
Figure 4.3: Boundary transition for near/far fields
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4.8 Implementation of the Antenna Factor (AF)
“ A factor (in decibels) added to an RF voltmeter reading to find the true
open-circuit voltage induced in an antenna.” (Gibilisco 2004)
An antenna factor or AF is applicable to all antennae that are used to take measure-
ments above 30MHz. The process of determining the AF uses the assumptions that
the unit is located within free space and is residing in the far field enviroment. Theo-
retically this criterion produces a uniform EM field across all elements of the antenna
under test. The AF is measured in dB/m and is used to calculate the measured field
strength E as per equation 4.6 . Where E is the measured field strength, V is the
indicated voltage, AF is the antenna factor and A is all the other known losses. Hence
if the field strength can be determined and all losses accounted for then the AF can be
resolved.
E(
dBV
m
) = V (dBV ) +AF (
dB
m
) +A(dB) (4.6)
4.9 The ground reference plane
The ground reference plane (GRP) provides an essential form of coupling between
the equipment under test and the diagnostic equipment. The AS/NZS CISPR 16.1
section K.2.1 (Joint Standards Australia) advises that the GRP should be constructed
of metal that has no perferations greater than 110λ, all joints should be welded or
soldered, be thoroughly earthed and be free from dielectric causation substances such
as sand or wood covering the GRP. The Rayleigh roughness criterion is also applied
and it stipulates that for a three meter separation distance there is to be no more than
4.5 cm of roughness variation over the GRP. Larger separation distances allow a greater
degree of roughness. Ideally there should be no equipment lines passing over the GRP
but rather they are to be built under the GRP framework upon its construction.
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The ground plane shape has a direct impact upon the EM field propagation and as such
can effect measurements. This aspect of a successful OATS has become a field in its self
and there are numerous engineering teams and papers circulating about this topic. A
few of these engineering teams include Battermann and Garbes (2001) who investigate
the effects of realistic ground planes on NSA measurements, Mullner and Kriz (2004)
look at attenuation of limited size ground planes within vertical polarisation patterns
as well as Morioka and Komiyamas’ (2001) experiments with the variation of antenna
characteristics above different ground plane configurations. All of these discuss the
effects of ground plane variations upon NSA readings.
For this dissertation there will be testing both with and without a designed GRP as
to determine the impact upon site measurements and there applications. A structural
schematic of the site has been sourced from the faculty. It has been noted that both
a large I beam gurder runs the length of the site, approximately under the desired
antenna positions, and a finer reinforcement mesh was laid within the concrete during
construction. It is likely that both of these will influence the GRP and will require
investigation.
A copy of the relevant schematic is located below in Figure 4.4
Figure 4.4: 5th Floor superstructure framework schematic
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4.10 The Fresnel zone
The Fresnel zone is a series of concentric ellipsoids that lay in the EM spectrum for
line of sight propagation. The field strengths alternate with odd zones being of high
field strength, whereas even zones are nulls. The theory of fresnel zones lay originally
within optics and the basis for fresnel calculations is as per equation 4.7 and be visually
represented by Figure 4.5.
d1− d2 = λ
2
(4.7)
Figure 4.5: Fresnel Zone
Due to the close proximity of the transmitter and receiver, this interaction is sometimes
referred to as the geometry of propagation. The calculation of Fresnel zones allows a
degree of theoretical design of ground plane size requirements beyond the guidelines
within the current general standards. This has the advantages of both a reduction in
materials and manpower through an improved initail design (See 4.12 Wave Reflection).
Trzaska (2000) provides further insight into this topic through his works on the limita-
tion of directional antennas and the geometry of propagation.
4.11 Multipath propagation
Larger OATS may also encounter an error that is attributed to multipath propagation.
This is a process were by a single radiating sources’ energy arrives at a receiving antenna
via an infinite amount of paths. Some of these paths may result in signal strengthing
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and others in overall signal reduction. This occurs as the different path lengths result
in relative phase variations at the combining receiving antenna.
This is becoming a more pronounced problem as the availability of truely man-barren
sites becomes more impeded by the proliferation of man made buildings and objects.
This issue can be illustrated by Figure 4.6. Even though this issue is generally consid-
ered on larger scale OATS, it may play a part in the relatively small scale OATS under
development within this dissertation. This may be seen in that the southern wall will
provide a major pathway for multipath propagation. Trzaska (2000) further dicusses
the problems associated with multipath propagation. (See 4.12 Wave Reflection).
Trzaska (2000) provides further insight into this topic through his works on the limita-
tion of directional antennas and the geometry of propagation.
Figure 4.6: Multipath propagation
4.12 Wave reflection
All objects will reflect EM waves to varying degrees. This may result in these reflected
waves also arriving at the receiver. However they will be delayed by a finite time due
to the greater distance travelled when compared to the initial wave. The delayed wave
will be experienced by the receiver as being out of phase with the original wave. The
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originator and reflected waves will be combined by the receiving elements. This has
varying implications upon the resultant signal ranging from a doubling of strength, if
in phase, through to the complete cancellation, if out of phase by 180oor piradians.
When a delay of pior any multiple of a repetitive signal occurs the resultant signal
appears to double in amplitude. This can be seen as an increase of 3dB. A much
more troubling situation arises when the waves are displaced by multiples of 180o. The
cancellation that occurs may result in the signal being pushed as low as the noise floor
of the OATS. For an originator signal of 0dB this could result in a change of -90dB or
greater. Therefore it can be seen that the cancellation that occurs around the 180ophase
shift is a worst-case scenario that should be avoided.
The following graphs (figure 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9) display the resultant signal strengths
expected due to the delaying phase shift. Figure 4.10 displays the originator wave (d1)
and the delayed wave (d2). It can be seen that the wave d2 travels a greater distance
than d1 and therefore will arrive at the receiving antenna after d1, resulting in a relative
phase shift (See 4.10 The Fresnel Zone and 4.11 Multipath propagation)
Figure 4.7: Phase Delay - 0 degrees
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Figure 4.8: Phase Delay - 90 degrees
Figure 4.9: Phase Delay - 180 degrees
Figure 4.10: Wave bounce (AS/NZS 16.2:2002)
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4.13 Transmission line or conventional theory
Once the propagation distance of a signal becomes greater than 4% of the signal wave-
length, then conventional energy transfer theory becomes questionable. It is possible for
transmission line theory to be implemented in order to explain the resultant transfer of
energies and the design of such systems. The distance between source and sink within
this paper is three meters and therefore frequencies above 4MHz may be resolved using
this analysis method if so desired. Equations 4.8 and 4.9 show the derivation of this
value.
λo = (
c
λs
)ms−1 (4.8)
∴ λs = (
c
λo
) · ( 1
25
) = 4MHz (4.9)
It is acceptable to conduct analysis upon the resulting measurement using conventional
theory for this dissertation as we are mainly concerned with the resultant measurements
and not the propagation specifics.
4.14 Uncertainties
A measurement is never perfectly repeatable due to variations in from the original
test conditions. There may be changes in humidity, ambient field strengths, equipment
drift or any number of small changes. All of these changes have an overall accumulative
effect on the final result.
The practice of statistics is used to quantify how reliable a repeated measurement
at a given OATS is. This is mainly based around the Gaussian bell curve for data
sampling with the confidence intervals set at graduations of the standard deviation.
The implementation of statistics enables the development of a confidence interval or
confidence level, which describes the likely hood that a given measurement is in fact
correct.
The relatively new implementation of uncertainties within this standard have led to the
current development of AS/NZS CISPR 16.4 Uncertainty in EMC measurements (Joint
Standards Australia 2002). At the time of writing this material was only within the
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drafting stage but it has helped provide a rounded comprehension of some difficulties
involved (See 7.2 Standards)
4.15 Equipment calibration and referencing
In order for test equipment to be considered accurate they must have been calibrated
against a national standard. This calibration certification is normally only valid for
a period of 12 months for most electronic test equipment. The standards that the
equipment is tested against must have a traceable history back to a national standard
which in turn is linked to an international standard. In order to ensure that the
calibration is carried out correctly, certification of the calibrating laboratory by NATA
is normally desired.
The certification of calibration is no guarantee that the equipment will perform to the
specifications over the dated 12 month period but rather that it has performed to the
specification for the previous calibration period. If the item does fail its calibration and
require adjustment, it is standard for the items’ owner to be informed of the shortfall
and to have that failure corrected. As the item may not have performed correctly for
this 12 month calibration period it is then logical to assume that all measurements
taken could be invalid. The error incurred with these measurements is not normally
quotable as the period of error occurance is unknown.
As the process of equipment calibration can be expensive, normally around the low
to mid $1000’s for most laboratory equipment, there is a cheaper alternative. If the
testing is not crucial but qualitative, an “in house” referencing can be completed. This
is where a calibrated piece of equipment is used to verify the readings of inferior specified
equipment. Normally a minimum accuracy of 4:1 is required and an ideal of 10:1 is
required for a true standards calibration. This method of referencing can be as crude
as 1:1. Although this will not indicate minute errors, it will indicate significant changes
that otherwise may go unnoticed.
It is also possible to enhance a test item by slaving the internal oscillator to a more
accurate time base. This is common practice in testing laboratories were all the test
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equipment will be slaved to a single time base, ususally 10MHz. This time base standard
is sourced from an in house atomic clock, such as a Rubidium or Cesium clock, which
in turn may be combined with the GPS time base. Each source may provide either a
great short term or long term frequency stability and when combined they provide a
truely stable timing system. When this is applied to an average clock, the new stability
is very close to the master source. Thereby improving the overall quality of the test
equipment deployed in this manner (See 7.2 Standards)
4.16 Practicality considerations (size, cost)
When considering the development of an OATS an unavoidable factor is the consid-
eration of practical issues such as the physical size of the site, materials, equipment
and resources available. No organisation has unlimited resources with which to develop
such a site. As a consequence, there is a constant drive to achieve efficiency. One of
the larger dollar issues with OATS development within most countries at present is
the acquisition and locality of suitable sites. A position in the middle of the Simpson
Desert may provide near perfect conditions and pricing, but how will staff be retained?
Where as a small land parcel in a city may be considerably more expensive and have a
restricted frequency spectrum but have a large customer base.
The development of the GRP for the site has cost approximately $300 in rolled cold
steel and this covers an area 2m by 5m.
There are a vast number of elements that must be considered when planning the de-
velopment of an OATS. It is a combination of practicality issues that has encouraged
the assessment of the FOES 5th floor landing for an OATS through this dissertation.
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4.17 The Anechoic chamber as an alternative
An anechoic chamber is a non-reflective EM absorbing chamber, normally constructed
from copper or some other highly conductive earthed material, which is used to provide
an EM spectrum free from unwanted signals. These chambers have their own inherent
limitations and are quite expensive.
The OATS under development at the FOES is designed to be a supplementary resource
to the anechoic chamber and screened room that are already available.
Chapter 5
Enviromental and ethical
considerations
5.1 Sustainability
“This is what ecologically sustainable development is ultimately about:
meeting human needs and ensuring the survival of other species, while main-
taing the systems that enable life on this planet to continue” (Johnston &
Gostelow 2003)
Enviromentally Sustainable Development (ESD) has been an engineering factor that
has received an increasing amount of attention since it was first thrust into the public
and political arena in the mid 1960’s. Its’ profile has continued to rise in leaps and
bounds with the highlighting of various issues within an Australian context such as the
damming of the Franklin River in Tasmania and encrouchment of development into
national parks whilst the depletion of the ozone layer and global warming have raised
it globally.
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The Australian Governments’ current policy on ESD can be summarised as;
1. Integration of enviromental and economic goals for all policy and activites.
2. Ensuring that enviromental assets are appropriately valued.
3. Providing for equity within and between generations.
4. Dealing cautiously with risk and irreversibility.
5. Recognising the global dimensions.
It is the authors’ opinion that although this policy does address issues that have pre-
viously been ignored, it does not go far enough as to improve the current enviromental
state but only maintains the status quo. Therefore it is with an attitude of improved
ESD that this project has been formulated. This is obtained through the useage of
existing site materials and both economical and enviromental assessment of available
alternatives.
The development of an OATS upon the proposed USQ site has many bonuses to both
the FOES and the environment. Through the establishment of an OATS, time re-
quirement pressures upon the two current anechoic chambers will be relieved as some
practicals and experiments can be conducted at the OATS site. Therefore the facilities
of two chambers and one OATS will satisfy current and future demands of both staff,
students and consumers. The establishment of the site will effectively result in a reduc-
tion of expenditure for the FOES as this OATS site is cheaper than another chamber
thereby producing the economical sustainability desired.
Total material consumption used in the possible construction of both the OATS and
another anechoic chamber must also be taken into consideration. This evaluation should
include items such as, but not exhaustively;
1. Raw materials,
2. Materials used in refining,
3. Energy consumption for overall production,
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4. By-products of overall productions,
5. Materials for site establishment,
6. Life cycle requirements of products,
7. Disposal of products,
8. EM spectrum useage and implications,
9. Extent of biological hazards, and
10. Impact on material resources stockpile.
The development of an OATS site on the 5th floor landing of the FOES at USQ is
also a winner for the environment. This is largely due to the equipment already being
available and therefore a minimum amount new materials is required. These new
materials take the form of two coaxial cables and connectors of 10m lengths. There
may be a requirement to construct a GRP if materials located at the site prove to
be non-viable. Where as another chamber would require extensive materials for the
chamber itself, cabling, installation and funding.The OATS site is clearly the more
economically sustainable development option and it is with careful planning that it will
be implemented.
The Institution of Engineers Australia has developed a basic group of ten tenets that
should be asked of any project as a guide towards sustainability. These have been
summarised in the following list;
1. Development should not undermine the enviromental needs of future generations,
2. Enviromental protection should be factored into the development process,
3. Consideration of the global environmental impact,
4. Use of a precautionary approach,
5. Consult of all concerned,
6. Community has a right of access to environmental information,
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7. The polluter shall bear the cost,
8. Eradication of poverty and equality for all,
9. Developed countries shall help the undeveloped, and
10. Impact on international relationships.
These topics will be discussed with their relevancy towards this dissertation project.
Development and future generations The material consumption required for this
development does not directly detract significant resources from future generations.
This is achieved through the multi functional aspect of the equipment. None of the
devices or items used are of a single purpose nature. They are all used in other roles
within the university and the same can be generalisation can be applied to any aspects
of the propsed procedure as it is designed to be performed with common test equipment.
The procedure is also very adaptable so equipment other than the ones used, ie swept
signal generator, can be replaced with a similar item, eg standard function generator.
It should be noted that the current power supply used is derived from fossil fuels and
it does detract from the positive in this manner. This isssue is best addressed on a
national scale and is outside the scope of this work.
Enviromental protection factors The protection of the enviroment is a high per-
sonal priority for the author, as such it has been an objective to use existing equipment.
Even though the equipment is multi-taskable does not mean that this issue can be dis-
regarded entirely. The burden can in fact be spread across many different projects
thereby reducing the cost to any individual department.
The implications for this project are minimal, paling to insignificant, due to the lifespan
and fractional use when compared to the USQ lifespan for all the equipment involved.
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Consideration of the global environmental impact This aspect is probably one
of the most important aspects for consideration as it determines the other points level
of impact upon society. Material usage is kept to a minimum for this project and
when compared to other OATS, it is in fact very frugal in its resource usage. The
vast majority of OATS either use large tracts of land, on a scale of km2, and/or large
RF proofed enclosure that consume large quantities of resources in their production.
The OATS uses a minimum parcel of land that has in fact already been developed and
actually has no direct ground foot print as it is five stories up.
The OATS also makes use of an existing site and materials, thereby minimising the
immediately tangible environmental impact. However one should also consider the
non-visable environment too, namely the electromagnetic spectrum. By developing
a COMTS, the spectrum impact is negligable due to the efficient use of the existing
spectrum and the transmissions are minimal in power and time.
On a global scale, any procedural and/or theoretical development from this project can
actually be used to benefit the global environment through footprint minimisation of
future OATS.
A precautionary approach to power emmission The procedure developed to
date has implemented a precautionary approach in the application of signal power
for testing purposes. This has been in the form of using only the required amount to
perform a reliable measurement. An initial level of -30dBm has succesfully been applied
in achieving measurable site results.
Consultation of all concerened The consultation process has been directly applied
to the FOES and in a limited level towards the general public. The physical location,
power levels and spectrum useage of the site has meant that compliance towards the
relevant Australian standards has achieved a minimum level of consultation.
It should be noted that the development of this project on a commercial scale would
require a great deal more in consultation.
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Community access to information The applications in this matter are limited and
fairly staright forward. Either appreciation can provide full disclosure on environmental
issues or breach the guidelines. The author has no issues with providing any known
environmental information to genuinely interested parties.
The polluter shall bear the cost This aspect has a minimal application towards
this project as the percentage of equipment used by the project is insignifcant when
compared to its current usage programs.
Eradication of poverty and equality for all This project does not add or detract
directly from the global issue of poverty. On a localised scale it may assist in making
the development of OATS more possible for smaller companies. Therefore lifting the
demand for rural engineers and technicians. This would help spread the wealth found
in large cities back out into country communities through job creations.
Devloped countries shall help the undeveloped A cheaper OATS alternative
may indirectly encourage the development of more modern industries. This project
may assist in this through the development and/or refinement of less than ideal sites.
Impact on international relationships There can be thought of two different
alternatives for the use of this OATS in terms of internatonal relationships, ither to
stabilise or destabilise.
The most obvious and/or direct method for destabilisation is through military impli-
cations. As with all developments, anyone can turn anything towards the purpose of
war mongering if they apply enough effort and there will always be people willing to
do so. The direct conversion of this project to weapon is neigh on impossible with
any current knowledege the author has available. It is conceivable that the monetary
savings possible could be redirected towards other military projects. This in turn can
be viewed as either good or bad, dependent upon the persons viewpoint.
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A positive application could be made through free devulgence of this cheaper process to
poorer nations. Thereby increasing there national commercial and/or manufacturing
capabilities.
It is the authors hope that this projects results and conclusions would only be used for
the greater good of mankind.
5.2 Ethical responsibility
The application of ethics and their relevancy is always a controversial topic as it is
very subjective as to the person viewing the issue. It is the authors’ intention to
apply a combination of ethics, principally personal christian beliefs and the IEAUST
code of ethics, as a baseline for resolving situational difficulties as they arise within this
project. The implementation of these ethical choices may be classified as a combination
of deontological and untilitarian ethics of equal portions.
Globally, the development of an OATS is still considered by some to be a ”black art”.
A great deal of solutions are applicable to only a handful of sites and experimental
modifications on site are not uncommon. There is also a degree of ongoing research in
the complexities of OATS and methodologies on how to improve performance. Within
Australia, the electrical/electronic calibration community is still relatively close knit
with it being common for someone in the field to know someone else by “the six degrees
of seperation” rule. In reality this means a solution you have researched can usually
be implemented, providing that a due acknowledge of where you obtained a solution
from is acknowledged and also it is not a commerically censored solution. Therefore
as a matter of ethical courtesy and responsibility that all known contributers to this
project shall be duelly acknowledged within this appreciation and the dissertation.
Due to the inherit nature of this project being unlike any other that is currently in
progress at USQ there would appear to be little ethical concern within the faculty as
to propriety intellectual rights. This does not rule out collaborative efforts concerning
future issues such as the development of EMC testing of equipment procedures. It is
intended that prior to the commencement of any work where an ethical confrontation is
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possible, then a memorandum of understanding should be drafted between the intended
parties. This could take the form of a contractual style arrangement or a recorded verbal
agreement. This will have a two-fold benefit of clearly stating all parties understanding
of responsibilities and if required provide a basis for third party mediation.
As with most people, it is also the authors’ desire not to encounter any personal ethical
dilemma. It is unrealistic to expect this to occur and therefore if a situation does arise
it is hoped that the best ethical solution, that is available at that instant in time, shall
be choosen.
Chapter 6
Practical use of an OATS
6.1 Implementation of this OATS
Upon completion of the site validation it is possible to use the 5th floor OATS with the
confidence that it complies with the appropriate Australian standard. This is restricted
to those sections of the frequency spectrum that have meet with the standards. Any
regions outside of this may be used however it will not comply with the standard. This
does not mean that the area cannot be used, but instead it must be used with some
caution and forethought as to the implication of such use.
The implications surrounding this area of what is standard approved and what is not is
a common point of concern within the commercial arena. A company that can claim a
site compliance certificate can, and normally will, charge a higher fee for any services it
may provide. This also has a flow on effect for the university as the success of this site
may lead to the faculty (FOES) promoting the site within its repertoire of facilities.
Don’t let the physical or spectral size of the site be a concern as even a small piece
of spectra real estate can be of great use. This site not only provides an alternative
for an already crowded electronic laboratory space but encourages the development of
practical investigational skills required by todays field engineers.
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Due to the dynamic nature of the spectrum it is necessary to “double check” the
frequency range that is intended to be used on the day. This is carried out as it is
possible that someone else has purchased that area for continual commercial purposes.
Obviously transmitting into this area of the spectrum will cause problems of some form
which includes being highly unprofessional and could lead to legal action. If the correct
precautions are taken and you are completing a passive analysis then there will be a
very low probability of any problems with the neighbours.
It has been suggested that some of the future useage of this site may invlove;
1. EMI testing,
2. EMC testing,
3. Alternative site for student practicals,
4. Alternative site for general experimental useage, and
5. Real time observation of everyday communications within a real world enviro-
ment.
The site has a number of advantages over the traditional indoor laboratory. The phys-
ical expanse of the site is much larger than either the anechoic chamber or the screened
room. This allows for physically larger items and/or test equipment that may be as-
sessed on site. It also allows the investigating user to verify how an item may operate
within a realistic operating environment as it is exposed to the elements and the broader
electromagnetic spectrum, neither of which are seen in the laboratories.
The options available for implementation on this site is only limited by the imagination
and originality of the user.
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6.2 Passive and active analysis
When the site is being utilised the method of investigation falls into two categories,
these are the passive and active analysis.
Passive analysis In this method there is no active or purposefully active transmitting
source. One receiving antennae is used to determine any spurious radiation that may
inadvertently be emitted from the device under test. For example, a drill may replace
the transmitting antennae used with the site assessment. Ideally this item, when turned
on, will not produce any EM radiation that either exceeds the relevant Australian
standard and/or should not approach the radiated power levels used within a site
assesment. The receiving antennae “listens” to the desired frequency region and when
compared to the known site data, any variations that occur must have resulted from
the device under test.
Active analysis In this method there is a known signal injected into a transmitting
antenna that then radiates into the OATS zone. One receiving antennae is used to
assess the variation in the parameters of the known signal. For example, a transmitting
antenna may be deployed and a known signal emitted. Some equipment may be placed
between the transmitter and receiver. The disturbance in signal strength, phase shift
and integrity may be analysed to determine the items impact on propagating waves.
The transmitting antenna may also have an increasing amount of energy being radiated
towards the device under test whilst the receiver measures the field strengths. When
the item under test begins to malfunction, the field strength surrounding the item may
be more accurately determined.
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6.3 Frequency spectrum usage
The COMTS frequency region has been determined and is located from 65MHz to
100MHz in varying polarisation preferences, this is discussed in greater detail within
the results and conclusion chapters. Outside of this region, a site model has been
developed using a ninth order polynomial which will derive the theorised site correction
factors for continued spectrum useage or the raw data can also be used to estimate the
factor if less finesse is needed. Table 6.1 details the polarisation and spectrum specifics
available.
It is standard industry practice to calibrate or verify a systems performance around
every 12 months to 2 years. This OATS is no different and should be checked at least
every 12 months. The site should also be prescanned before use to ensure that the
intended spectrum is still free.
It is not just a courtesy but a legal requirement that any emmissions from the FOES
site does not interfere in any manner with any other users. Especially those that are
paying a full time licensing fee for the privilege or those that have access via government
departmental regulations such as the D.O.D. The faculty does not have to pay for this
spectrum useage due to the relatively small amount of time that it will be used each
year in relation to a commerical venture and the generally passive nature of the testing.
Frequency - MHz Polarisation COMTS compliant
60 > 65 V-V 3
75 > 85 V-V 3
65 > 80 H-H 3
99 > 101 H-H 3
30 > 60 ANY 7
85 > 99 ANY 7
101> 1000 ANY 7
Table 6.1: Guide to COMTS compliant frequencies and their polarisation
Chapter 7
Developing an OATS
7.1 How to develop an OATS
An OATS comes in many forms and no two are identical due to the inherit nature of
their design. One can only try to comply with the relevant standards and where that
is not possible, a series of correction factors may be used to compensate for the site
anomalies. These compensation factors do not lift the site to the required standard but
rather allow the user to conduct relative measurements within that spectrum region.
In order to achieve compliance the standard to be applied to the site in Australia
is AS/NZS CISPR 16.1:2002. This outlines the procedures for site validation and
development. It does not present solutions to site problems when a non-compliant
area is located. This is were the project engineers experience, research, knowledge and
intuition comes to the fore.
There is no hard and fast rules for a site development. This can be seen in this project
where the standards recommend an artifical ground plane be installed due to the nature
of the site. This is supposed to improve EM field propagation and development, yet from
the results obtained there is very little change in the site characteristics. Furthermore,
there may be a link between the seasons and the site characteristics. This is highlighted
in the comparison of the May04 - bare VS Jul04 - bare data. In the warmer months
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around May the site averages approximately 8 to 10 dB higher. This phenomonon will
require further investigation to confirm.
The concept behind the OATS development is a strict adherence to the standard.
Where the site falls short of the standard, no numerical corrections are allowed to be
used to theoretically improve the site and the site is then only to be used if due notice
is given to the customer or owner of its shortcomings. It is also critical that the correct
label be given to the site. A company could be prosecuted if they claimed that their
site was valid at the CALTS level when in fact it was a restricted COMTS. It is not a
problem to use the non-standard corrected frequency range as long as there is no claim
of adherence to the full standard.
Due to the inherit difficulties of a site validation, it is common practice in industry to
either have the inhouse teams work checked by a private company specialising in this
field or contract a private company.
7.2 Standards
There are three Austalian and one North American standard that are used to guide the
development of this OATS. These fields were based upon the priority, relevancy, level
and application to the project. These factors have been classified in table 7.1.
Standard Priority Relevancy Level Application
AS/NZS CISPR 16.1:2002 1 1 1 2
ANSI C63.5-1988 2 2 3 1
AS/NZS CISPR 16.2:2002 3 4 2 3
AS/NZS CISPR 16.4:2004 4 4 2 4
Table 7.1: Standards relevancy and grading
Number Meaning Number Meaning Number Meaning
1 High 3 Medium 5 Low
2 Med-High 4 Low-Med
Table 7.2: Key to 7.1
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7.2.1 AS/NZS CISPR 16.1:2002
Part 1 - Radio disturbance and immunity measuring apparatus This stan-
dard is the crux of an OATS assessment. It covers in detail the requirements of the test
equipment that may be used in a site assessment. It does not specify things such as
makes and models but rather that a type of equipment, such as a spectrum analyser,
should be used. Within this it then stipulates the minimum technical specifications of
that generic device.
It can also appear to be ambiguous to the first time reader. For example, it is stipulated
in section 4.2.2.1 (Bandwidth) that a piece of test equipment that is to scan within the
30MHz to 300MHz is to be capable of a bandwidth that falls within 100kHz to 500kHz
with the optimum being 120kHz. This provides no details for the 300 kHz to 1GHz range
so we are to look at another section 4.5.2 (Spectrum Analyzers and scanning receivers
for the frequency range 1GHz to 18GHz) for some guidance. In 4.5.2 a (Resolution
bandwidth (RBW)) it is stated that for the 1GHz to 18GHz range a RBW of 1MHz
+/- 10% is required. From this we can infer that the standard increases from 120Hz
at 300kHz up to 1MHz at 1GHz. Therefore it is best practice to attempt to adhere to
the tighter specification of 120Hz BW if at all possible. If this option is unavailable
then you could apply a sliding linear BW expansion up to 1MHz at 1GHz with or
without the 10% tolerance. Within this project, an RBW of 120Hz has been used as
the equipment was capable of the tighter standard across the required spectrum.
The standard directs the process of measuring a site and calculation of data for com-
parision to a theorised perfect site. If the site does not fit within the parameters after
an initial survey than advice is given on how to construct a basic artificial ground plane.
It gives the engineer an insight as to where the site tolerances are drawn from and the
most likely causes and solutions for variation.
The selection criteria for antennas that meet the criteria of section 5.5 of the standard
may be used. There are an array of antennas that may be implemented and they fall
into one of the following four categories located over the page.
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1. Magnetic loop,
2. Electric,
3. Dipole - balanced & shortened, and
4. Broadband.
These categories all use the same site assessment procedure but they have a completely
different NSA associative data. These NSA tables, located in the standard under section
G5 tables G.1, G.2, G.3 and G.4 (Joint Stnadards Australia 2002), contain the expected
signal strengths in a variety of modes. The modes of measurement are based on;
1. Distance between transmitter and receiver,
2. Antenna heights,
3. Antenna polorisation - horizontal or vertical, and
4. Frequency.
The theory of how these NSA values were derived is not covered however it does reveal
how the majority of tolerances are determined and their implications upon a system
design.
Although at first glance the standard does seem quite comprehensive, it is actually far
from it. The surface has only just begun to be scratched and a inquisitive engineer
may find that it raises more questions than it answers. This standard alone does not
provide the developer with enough information by itself to succesfully implement an
OATS. Rather the careful blending of information and practices derived from other
relevant standards, readings and experience are the key ingredient to achieving the
most out of a site. It is with this mindset that the three other standards mentioned
are to be read, digested and implemented were it is deemed appropriate.
The subsequent sections relating to standards delve into that knowledge base and pro-
vide a powerful development tool in the initial construction, development and ongoing
maintenance of an OATS.
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7.2.2 AS/NZS CISPR 16.2:2002
Part 2 - Methods of measurement disturbance and immunity This standard
deals mainly with the generic placement of equipment and what one can expect to
achieve in an ideal enviroment. Although the details may seem a bit simple, they do
cover options that may be overlooked due to the scrutiny being applied more so on the
electrical interfacing than the physical locality of the item itself.
Although it did not contribute a great deal directly it did help congeal the threads
between the theoretical and practical implications of decisions that were made. The
useful information was obtained by comparison in the following areas.
1. Connections,
2. Measurement methods,
3. Automation methods,
4. Configurations of equipment, and
5. Guidelines on test equipment useage.
7.2.3 AS/NZS CISPR 16.4:2004
Part 4 - Uncertainty of EMC measurements At the time of writing this part
of the standard was a draft under development. Even so, it was considered to provide
enough relevant information to be included within this project. A sub part titled Part
4.2: Uncertainties, statistics and limit modelling was also being drafted at the time of
writing. It provided insight into how to overcome some measuring errors through the
statistical combination of multiple samples.
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7.2.4 ANSI C63.5-1988
Radiated emission measurements in electromagnetic interference control
The incorporation of this foreign North American standard was done as an informative
addition due to its world recognition. A great deal of papers that were researched, as
well as other standards, used C63.5 as a basis for comparison.
The standard provides more detailed information on areas such as;
1. Linearly polarized antennas,
2. Tuned dipoles,
3. Biconical dipoles,
4. Log-periodic arrays, and
5. Measurement methodology.
7.3 Site assessment
The site chosen for assessment was the 5th floor landing of the Faculty of Engineering
and Surveying (FOES) at the University of Southern Queensland (USQ) located in
Toowoomba, Queensland, Australia. It is far removed from the ideal site as it has
a relatively small ground reference plane, the site is littered with objects only a few
meters from the transmitter and a reinforced concrete wall a similar distance away.
An almost uncountable amount of factors must be considered if an accurate model of
this site was to be obtained solely through the use of theoretical modelling. It was
determined that the most efficient methodology would involve obtaining all the data
possible about individual components that are to be used on the site. This data is then
collated to form a system model with the remaining unknown being the propagation
paths between the two antennas. Thus after experimentation and analysis, the NSA
data could be obtained.
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The main factors can be broken down into several areas in order to facilitate a system-
atic approach to aid analysis. The basic fields implemented are;
1. Research,
2. Physical site influences,
3. Equipment limitations,
4. Spectral allocations,
5. Legality,
Research The variation of both level and type of research being conducted into
the best methodology for OATS development and assessment is staggering. As with
all fields an engineer can either use the basic concepts available or delve deeper and
deeper into the theory. At the same time, more specialisation is required in order to
obtain the best results.
It is the authors intention to be competent at the overall basics whilst investigating and
developing further talents in a few of the areas that appear to be critical to this site.
This has been realised in the focusing on the system integration and GRP development.
The GRP was investigated in the hope that it may be implemented to neutralise the
rampant reinforcement found through out the site.
Physical site influences All the information obtained indicates a conflict in expec-
tations of site readings. The standard discusses the implementation of a GRP and
this may be achieved in the natural site due to the reinforced concrete of the landing.
However this reinforcement is several centimetres below a rubber coated surface that is
pierced by bolts ,attached to the reinforcement, at regular 1m intervals. The effective-
ness of this built in plane is one of the unexpected questions that has arisen. The wall
along one side of the site is also constructed of reinforced concrete but does not have
any exposing points for the steel reinforcement. The wall is counter to the ideal practice
of having no buildings in close proximity but does the intermeshed reinforcement act
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as a veritical ground plane. The three guard rails are also earthed lightning arresters.
This in turn provides a raised ground plane that is also 90 degrees to the wanted GRP.
Equipment limitations The USQ Equipment generally met the required specifi-
cations. The biconnical logarithmic antennas’ electronic frequency range did require
extending from a maximum of 300MHZ to 1GHz. The test equipment used did meet
the standards technical specifications however they were outside of their calibration
period and needed cross referencing to confirm performance. This was conducted at a
military calibration laboratory to validate the measurements. (See 7.4 Determinng the
Correction Factor (CF) for test equipment)
The manufacturing of 10m coaxial cables was required due to none being available.
These also required calibrating in the form of charting the signal loss against frequency.
This chart was then implemented in the use of determining the overall system correction
factors.
Spectral allocations As the standard covers a large area of the spectra, namely
30MHz to 1GHz, care must be taken to avoid interfering with allocated frequencies.
Failure to do so may result in legal consequences. In order to avoid this a detailed scan of
the spectra was carried out. From this the vacant areas were identified for investigation.
A generous buffer of approximately 10MHz was applied to each experimental locality.
The author has contacted the Australian Communications Authority (ACA) on the
expected spectral requirements of this project but they have failed to respond to any
direct enquiries. Their official website does appear to indicate that both the short
time domain requirement and power levels for the OATS testing does allow the project
development to proceed. This can be achieved as transmissions are restricted to the
current site experiments and revalidation every 12 months. Other than these times any
other work carried out will be of a relatively passive nature (See 7.3 Site Assessment -
Legality).
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Legality The allocation of spectra is controlled by the ACA. They both manage and
monitor the use of the spectrum within Australia. It determines legal users rights and
requirements.
Corporations pay large sums of money, usually in the millions, to the national spectral
allocation body for the rights to use a particular frequency region. It is to be expected
that those same people would not look kindly on those that are interfering with any
transmissions within their expensive frequency allocations. There are some bands that
are allocated for public usage, such as the UHF CB radio region, however on the whole
this represents a small percentage of the spectra.
The area of interest for this dissertation lies throughout the spectra and we do not wish
to pay out millions of dollars for a 12 month usage right and be required to pay this
again every year of its usage.
How do all these factors affect the OATS development? It is not possible to predict all
the technical issues with any of the limited resources available. It can be postulated
that the impact will be significant and highly unpredictable. This dissertation does
not seek to provide a detailed description of the site interactions but rather what can
be reasonably expected at the output for a known input through experimentation and
modelling of results.
Included in the following pages is a series of photographs that illustrate the unorthadox
nature of the site.
Figure 7.1: Schematic of landing (USQ 2004)
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of 5th floor (USQ 2004)
Figure 7.3: Site - highlighting the wall and guard rail
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Figure 7.4: Site - highlighting guard rails and reinforcement studs
Figure 7.5: Site - highlighting antenna alignment
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Figure 7.6: Site - highlighting the constructed GRP
Figure 7.7: Site - highlighting artifical GRP in use
Chapter 8
Site Validation Procedure
8.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter provides details on how to establish the FOES OATS for verification of
site parameters for various site configurations as well as the specific site validation
procedure.
8.2 Site types
The USQ FOES site may be configured into four specific OATS sub types. These sites
are;
1. Plain or Bare,
2. Ground plane enabled,
3. EM absorption enabled, and
4. Hybrid.
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8.2.1 Plain or Bare
A plain site consists of no foreign objects with the immediate site locality. All foreign
objects are removed, no specialised ground plane is installed and no EM absorption
material has been fitted to the site walls or floors.
The transmitting and receiving antennas are fitted to non-metallic support stands so
as to reduce EM field pattern interference. All coaxial cables are to be laid directly
behind the relevant antennae and to exit the site by the shortest reasonable path
whilst maintaining a perpendicular direction to walls and antennaes until reaching the
sheltered alcove. Any excess cable length is not to be coiled together but spread out
along the length of cable.
The test equipment is to be established within the antennae hut upon the 5th floor.
8.2.2 Ground Plane enabled
A ground plane enabled site consists of no foreign objects within the immediate site
locality with the exception of a specific metallic ground plane located directly under and
surrounding the antennae arrangements. All foreign objects are removed, specialised
ground plain is installed and no EM absorption material has been fitted to the site
walls or floors.
The transmitting and receiving antennas are fitted to non-metallic support stands so
as to reduce EM field pattern interference. All coaxial cables are to be laid directly
behind the relevant antennae and to exit the site by the shortest reasonable path
whilst maintaining a perpendicular direction to walls and antennaes until reaching the
sheltered alcove. Any excess cable length is not to be coiled together but spread out
along the length of cable.
The test equipment is to be established within the antennae hut upon the 5th floor.
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8.2.3 EM absorption enabled
An EM absorption site consists of no foreign objects within the immediate site locality
with the exception of EM absorbing material to either the OATS walls or floor. All
foreign objects are removed, no specialised ground plane is installed and EM absorption
material has been fitted to the site walls or floors.
The transmitting and receiving antennas are fitted to non-metallic support stands so
as to reduce EM field pattern interference. All coaxial cables are to be laid directly
behind the relevant antennae and to exit the site by the shortest reasonable path
whilst maintaining a perpendicular direction to walls and antennaes until reaching the
sheltered alcove. Any excess cable length is not to be coiled together but spread out
along the length of cable.
The test equipment is to be established within the antennae hut upon the 5th floor.
This method has not been applied to this project but may be implemented in future
works.
8.2.4 Hybrid
A hybrid site consists of a mixture of either the plain, ground plane enabled or EM
absorbing enabled. The combinations may involve either the plain and EM absorption
or the ground plane enabled and EM absorption.
In both cases the site procedure for both must be satisfied in order to comply with Aus-
tralian standards. The establishment procedure is the same as following each seperate
case set up procedure and completing the standard site evaluation.
This method has not been applied to this project but may be implemented in future
works.
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8.3 Site validation procedure
A copy of this procedure is provided within Appendix D for actual site validation testing
and photocopying purposes.
8.3.1 Equipment required
Equipment:
1. Spectrum Analyser
2. Signal Generator
3. Biconnical log antennae
4. Ultra log antennae
5. Non metallic antennae stand * 2 (1 adjustable height)
6. Coaxial cable 50Ω ≥10m * 2 of same length
7. 6dB Attn. pad (in line)
8. 20dB Attn. pad (in line)
8.3.2 Test Procedure
NOTE: When the procedure refers to table D.2 it is discussing the test data sheet.
1. Whilst completing the site testing procedure, referring to the section “Completing
the data sheets” is advised for a complete understanding of the data compilation
procedure.
2. Ensure test equipment is within calibration and/or all correction factors have
been determined and recorded within test table sheet.
3. Set up spectrum analyser and signal generator in test office.
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4. Connect power, turn on test equipment and leave on for minimum of 30 minutes
to ensure system stability through warm up period.
5. Site antennas 2.2m from concrete wall, 3m appart and centered around the landing
entrance.
6. Lay both coaxial cables out to respective antennae positions from the test equip-
ment. All coaxial cables are to be laid directly behind the relevant antennae and
to exit the site by the shortest reasonable path whilst maintaining a perpindicular
direction to walls and antennaes untill reaching the sheltered alcove. Any excess
cable length is not to be coiled together but spread out along the length of cable.
7. Extend coaxial cables from antennae sites a mutual distance towards a point of
equidistance centered between both antennaes. Ensure cable layout method IAW
test procedure 5 is maintained.
8. Insert appropriate attenuator pad (6dB or 20dB), dependent upon power levels
used. It is recommended that a -20dB pad be used if no deviation from test
parameters are intended.
9. Set signal generator to standard NSA settings.
(a) Sine wave.
(b) o/p OFF.
(c) o/p level = -30dBmV.
(d) Frequency as per test table D.2
10. Set analyser to standard NSA settings.
(a) RBW = 120KHz.
(b) Frequency as per test table D.2 and signal generator.
11. Set signal generator o/p to ON.
12. Select Centre Frequency (CF) on the spectrum analyser and enter the same fre-
quency details as per the signal generator.
13. Select peak search on spectrum analyser and/or centre upon desired signal.
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14. Record received signal in table D.2 in Vdirect element.
15. Change signal generator to next frequency as per test table D.2.
16. Repeat steps 11 to 14 until test table of frequencies is completed.
17. Set signal generator o/p to OFF.
18. Remove attenuator pad.
19. Connect signal generator to Tx antennae.
20. Connect spectrum analyser to Rx antennae.
21. Inspect coaxial cables are laid IAW test procedure 5.
22. Set signal generator o/p to ON.
23. Select Centre Frequency (CF) on the spectrum analyser and enter the same fre-
quency details as per the signal generator.
24. Select peak search on spectrum analyser and/or centre upon desired signal.
25. Record received signal in table D.2 in Vsite element.
26. Change signal generator to next frequency as per test table D.2.
27. Repeat steps 11 to 14 until test table of frequencies completed.
28. Calculate site parameters using the following calculation method.
An = VDIRECT − VSITE −AFT −AFR (8.1)
29. If site results Anis ≤ ±4dB of NSA requirements the site is within Australian
standards, if the site data is > ±4dB then the site is invalid but the site data
may be used to correct for these results for practicable usage of site.
30. See section 8.3 Compiling data into graphical format in order to produce graphed
data.
31. An electronic copy of the blank data sheets are contained within the CD copy of
this dissertation within the folder “Test sheets”. These sheets have all the cell
algorithms, the data only needs to be entered into the blue columns if exactly
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the same university test equipment is used. If you are using different equipment
then data such as the correction factors will need changing, however the over all
format shall remain the same.
8.4 Determining the Correction Factor (CF) for test equip-
ment
All test equipment used within this project require a number of specifics in more detail
than that used in more generic laboratory work. As such, each item is required to have
its’ own specific correction factors for those frequencies that are to be investigated. It is
with this requirement in mind that the specific referencing procedures were developed
in order to determine that data.
8.4.1 Uses for the correction factor
The test equipment was relocated to a NATA certified laboratory for referencing to
externally calibrated equipment. Ideally a full calibration would be carried out but
the cost is prohibitive for this dissertations budget. The comparison process allows the
checking of the following system parameters;
1. Frequency accuracy,
2. Spectral clarity,
3. Short term drift and
4. Signal strength.
The process for each piece of test equipment is outlined in the subsequent subsections.
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8.4.2 Methods for various equipment
All test equipment used within the CF determination must have the power connected
and be switched to the on state for thirty minutes prior to use. This is performed in
order to allow the internal reference oscillator to warm up and fully stabilise to its true
free running equilibrium.
This process can be used either as a free running source or the equipment may have
an external time base source. An external time base source will usually be a 10MHz
signal and is required to be a minimum of 4 times more stable than the equipment
being driven. It is preferred that a source be 10 times more accurate than the driven
item.
During initial referencing of the USQ test equipment both procedures were used and
the externally synchronised method provided a fast improvement upon performance.
This raw data is available within Appendix C. However it should be kept in mind that
currently there is no external source located at the OATS.
Signal Generator During the required warm up time of 30 minutes, all intercon-
nections as per figure 8.1 are to be made. After these two criteria have been fulfilled
then the test procedure may be carried out by comparing the performance of the signal
generator to the selected signal.
Figure 8.1: Signal Generator CF process
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Spectrum Analyser During the required warm up time of 30 minutes, all intercon-
nections as per figure 8.2 are to be made. After these two criteria have been fulfilled
then the test procedure may be carried out comparing the detected signal by the anal-
yser to the actual input signal.
Figure 8.2: Spectrum Analyser CF process
Cables During the required warm up time of 30 minutes, all interconnections as per
figure 8.3 are to be made. After these two criteria have been fulfilled then the test
procedure may be carried out by measuring the cable losses.
Figure 8.3: Coaxial cable CF process
Located in figure B.12 is the USQ signal generator and spectrum anaylser undergoing
comparative reference testing at the military calibration laboratories at the Amberly
Airforce Base.
8.4.3 Extending the range of the biconnical log antennae
One of the antenna’s used within this project did not initially fulfill all of the spec-
ifications required. The biconnical log periodic antenna had a charted useable range
up to 300MHz where as the testing was required to range up to 1GHz. It was there-
fore deemed necessary to extend the range of the unit through referencing. The basic
premise of this theory is that if all the factors within a system are known, except for
one, than that unknown can be derived. Using this basic concept a procedure was
developed to extend the range of the biconnical log antenna out to the required 1GHz.
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Figure 8.4: Comparative reference testing
The extension procedure consisted of placing both the ultralog and biconnical antannas
with the FOES anechoic chamber. The walls of this chamber have EM absorbent
material designed to mimic the 377Ωimmpedance of free space. Thereby the chamber
appears like free space to the antannas. The signal generator and spectrum analyser
had both been checked as to their accuracy a short time before hand. Both the analyser
and generator were performing as required.
The system was connected and the key data frequencies were transmitted into the
system at a level of -30dBm. The same level that is used in the site validation and
experiments. With the known system component losses it is possible to derive the
expected signal level at the analyser if the biconnical antenna exerts no influence. As
it is impossible for it to exert no influence, any difference between the expected losses
that were calculated and the signal level measured could reasonably be attributed to
the biconnical log antenna. These differences in level were then used as a CF for further
measurements.
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Located in figure 8.5 is a picture of the antenna arrangement within the FOES anechoic
chamber for the frequency range extension experiment on the biconnical log antenna.
Figures 8.6 and 8.7 contains a closer view of both antennas within the chamber prior
to closing the room for measuring.
Figure 8.5: Extending the biconnical log antenna
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Figure 8.6: The biconnical antenna within the anechoic chamber
Figure 8.7: The ultralog antenna within the anechoic chamber
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8.5 Site modelling
As it is not possible with the available equipment to scan and data log the entire
spectrum using small steps of a few hundred hertz it is more efficient to model the
site. The model can then be used to calculate the correction factors surrounding the
COMTS regions.
8.5.1 Theory
The practice of theoretically modelling a site is a tried and tested method for attempting
to account for all the possible frequencies that a user may wish to experiment on
or examine. Instead of making an infinite data log, the theoretical model attempts
to predict with some accuracy the expected enviromental changes for that particular
frequency.
The modelling of the site has been based upon the data obtained on the 15 July 2004
at the OATS site without a ground plane installed. The bare site was used as it is
the most likely site configuration of operation to be used by the intended users due to
minimal setup requirements. The modelling was completed using MATLAB by entering
the site data as per the section 8.3 Compilling data into a graphical format. From this
graphing the basic fitting tools were used to find a best fit. All available options with
the MATLAB package available were utilised in order to find a practical best fit.
The 3 main models of interest are presented in the section 7.5.2 Site modelling - Ac-
curacy. Here the benefits and draw backs were analysed and the model of choice was
concluded to be a 10th order polynomial fitting of the known datum points.
8.5.2 Accuracy
The main fittings of interest were the linear, spline and 10th order polynomial. The
linear fit is the easiest to fit and calculate in the field but it does have the draw back of an
unacceptable large amount of error over the known data points. This error approaches
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the 21.6% in some areas. The spline does have a tighter fit however it to does have a
relatively large deviation approaching 20% in some zone regions.
The best fitting option available was a 10th order polynomial which had a worst case
area, against known data points, of 15.4%. This occurred over a small range and
is still better than the other models mentioned. This model does provide an overall
average deviation of 7.1%. If the 4 major deviations are ignored as they occur over a
relatively minor area then the average deviation between the model and the actual site
measurements taken are improved to 3.6%.
The data derived from the measurement pertaining to the error measurements is con-
tained within table 8.1. The calculation of the error average was completed using
equation 8.2. Figures 8.8, 8.9 and 8.10 are included to illustrate how well the models
fit the known data.
The 10th order polynomial, figure 8.10, is the model of choice for predications involving
this OATS. The expected site data can be predicted using equation 8.3, however for
most practical purposes it is advisable to estimate the value from the graph supplied.
Frequency - MHz 30 70 85 100 110 140 240 300 400 440
Error - % 0 15.4 -15.4 -13.6 27.7 11.1 9.1 3.1 2.0 3.7
Frequency - MHz 500 660 670 680 800 820 840 900 910 920
Error - % -5.4 5.5 -6.5 2.7 -4.8 6.0 2.3 -2.0 4.1 1.1
Table 8.1: Measured data points and the modelling deviation error
avgerror =
Σ|error|
n
(8.2)
=
141.5
20
≈ 7.075%
StrengthdBm = −5.6E − 24 ∗ x10 + 3E − 20 ∗ x9 − 6.7E − 17 ∗ x8 (8.3)
+8.6E − 14 ∗ x7 − 6.7E − 11 ∗ x6 + 3.4E − 8 ∗ x5
−1.1E − 5 ∗ x4 + 2.1E − 3 ∗ x3 − 2.3E − 1 ∗ x2
+13 ∗ x− 2.6E2
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Figure 8.8: Model - linear fit of measured data
Figure 8.9: Model - spline fit of measured data
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Figure 8.10: Model - 10th order polynomial fit of measured data
Chapter 9
Test data sheets
9.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter provides the test data sheet examples and blanks for OATS validation
and testing on site. This will also contain information on how to fill out each area.
The data sheets can either be reproduced via photocopying or the preferred method is to
utilise the Excel spreadsheet that is included on the dissertation CD. If the spreedsheet
is completed without the aid of the Excel preformatting discussed a blank sheet as per
figure 9.2 may be used and the corresponding calculations provided in the subsection
9.2.1 Corresponding calculations by hand should be used.
9.2 Completing the data sheets
The data sheet examples have been colour coded to assist the end user with both
data interpretation and ease of entry. The spreedsheet has the correction factors or
prerequisite data in black, measured data in blue, calculated data in green and final
data in red. A worked example of an actual site data collection conducted is included
in figure 9.1. All of the data collected can be found collated in Appendix C.
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If the site is undergoing a verification it may be possible to use the same calibration
factors if a few data points are checked and the measured values are within acceptable
drift limitations of approximately 3%. If it is any greater than this, or if there is any
doubt, a full correction factor analysis will be required so as to obtain the best readings
possible. Figure 9.1 is used to provide a reference of the details that a user may be
required to complete during various stages of this OATS usage.
The correction factors labelled in black on the left hand side of the data sheet are for
the equipment at USQ. If you are using different equipment then new values will have
to be entered here under the corresponding columns.
The initial data to be entered is the Vdirect data which corresponds to step 14 in the
testing procedure (See 8.3.2 Test Procedure). This measurement requires the system
to have the coaxial cables joined directly or via an attenuation pad in order to account
for some system loss variation on site. With this data the spreadsheet shall calculate
the ideal system loss and the ideal site measurements (See Eq 9.1 and 9.3).
Once the data has been collated and calculated the actual Vsite data may be entered.
This measurement is taken when the antenna arrays have been reconnected to the
system and the data will now indicate variation due to the influence of the site. This
corresponds to step 25 of the test procedure (See 8.3.2 Test Procedure).
The measured site data is then calculated, thereby giving the variation of the actual site
measurements to the orginal signal injected into the system from the signal generator.
This data can be calculated by using equation 9.4.
The difference between the ideal site measurement and the actual site measurement
may also be calculated, although it is not carried out on this spreedsheet. This is done
by subtracting the ideal from the actual site data.
Calculating the actual normalised (An) site is achieved by the most complicated algo-
rithim within this process. It is derived from the standards and was a complicated and
convoluted process. Refer to Eq 9.6 in order to obtain an understanding of the process.
The final calculation is the deviation of the site from the Normalised Site Attenuation
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as specified within the Australian standards for the type of broadband antenna used in
this project. This calculation simply involves determining the difference between the
derived An and the NSA for each frequency. Eq 9.7 illustrates this process as per the
spreedsheet.
9.2.1 Corresponding calculations by hand
Ideal system loss
Idealloss = measuredC1&C2relative + Inputstrength (9.1)
measuredC1&C2relative = AFtmeasuredC1loss +AFtmeasuredC2loss (9.2)
Ideal site measurement
Idealmeaurement = Inputstrength + Idealloss (9.3)
Measured site difference
Sitedifference = Sitemeasured − Inputstrength (9.4)
An
An = (V input+ Cablerelativeloss)−measuredsitedifference (9.5)
= −V direct− TestEquip.losses (9.6)
NSA deviation
Deviation = NSA−An (9.7)
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9.2.2 Interpolation of the NSA figures
Due to the normalised site attenuation (NSA) only being specified at certain key fre-
quencies. It was necessary to interpolate this data by plotting the NSA and fitting a
linear vector to the data. It was then possible to interpolate the required NSA figures
for the chosen data points for this projects testing procedures.
9.2.3 Master sheet
A blank master sheet is included at the end of this section as figure 9.2 and also within
Appendix D for copying purposes.
9.2.4 CF sheets
The testing is for individual correction factors is completed as per the relevant section
and the data eneterd directly into the corresponding data sheet columns.
It is up to the end user as to whether they would like to keep individual record sheets
as it is not a necessity but rather a nicety to have these. It enables an easier method
of accountability and traceability. The method of individual records is recommended
by the author and an example included as figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.1: Completed example Test Data Sheet
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Figure 9.2: Blank Test Data Sheet
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Figure 9.3: Coaxial cables correction factors
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9.3 Compiling the data into a graphical format
Once the data has been entered into the data sheets it is more user friendly to convert
this to a graphical format. This enhances the end users ability to scan the data and
draw swift conclusions from the graph. It also makes it possible to interpolate between
the datum points and estimate the likely site performance.
The form used herein is for the x axis to contain the frequency and the y axis to be the
NSA deviation. The +/- 4dB limits are also displayed so as the sites performance can
quickly assessed visually for compliance.
Either Excel or MATLAB are both capable of satisfactorily completing the graphing
task. MATLAB was selected due to its familiarity and superior mathematical capabil-
ities.
The test sheet completed as figure 9.1 has been converted and presented as figure 9.4.
The MATLAB code to achieve this has also been included under the subsection “An
example using MATLAB”.
All of the data has been graphed and reproduced for ease of closer analysis in Appendix
C as figures C.7 - C.10. The original data sheets are also located in Appendix B as
figures B.14 - B.19.
9.3.1 An example using MATLAB
The following code, starting overpage, is an example of how to produce the desired
graphs from your own data or that provided within this disertation. It is to be entered
into the MATLAB environment. Figure 9.4 is the graph that is developed using this
process.
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EDU>> x=[30
70
85
100
110
140
240
300
350
400
440
500
510
520
660
675
690
800
820
840
900
910
920
]’;
EDU>> y=[-40.28
-0.36
-5.94
-3.70
-14.20
-23.40
-20.71
-29.86
-47.84
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-62.20
-56.42
-49.92
-52.40
-55.26
-102.12
-97.66
-93.69
-79.25
-79.43
-75.96
-81.01
-87.52
-78.65
]’;
EDU>> plot(x,y)
EDU>> y1=zeros([1,23]);
EDU>> y1=y1+4;
EDU>> y2=y1-8;
EDU>> hold on
EDU>> plot(x,y1,’g’)
EDU>> plot(x,y2,’g’)
EDU>> grid on
EDU>> xlabel(’Frequency - MHz’)
EDU>> ylabel(’dB’)
EDU>> title(’Horizontal polarisation - Bare site - 20Apr04’)
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Figure 9.4: Graph of the completed example Test Data Sheet
Chapter 10
Results
The results for this project were obtained periodically between January 2004 and July
2004. This initially took the form of indicative sweeps in order to determine the lo-
cal spectrum and equipment limitations followed up with more detailed analysis and
experimentation.
Initially the correction factors for the test equipment was derived through the impli-
cation of electronic calibration theory and some experimentation in order to achieve
repeatable results. The graphed correction factor data for the coaxial cables, signal
generator and spectrum analyser are located in figures C.4 and C.6 respectively.
After the procedural protocol was developed and the correction factors established,
the OATS data could then be collected and compiled into results. The on site data
was collected approximately once a month over a 4 month period. Data collection for
compilation ceased at the end of July in order to allow enough time for the collation
and analysis process.
The compiled data for April, May and July are located in figures 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3.
These graphs have been reproduced for ease of closer analysis in Appendix C as figures
C.7 - C.9. The original data sheets are also located in Appendix B as figures B.14 -
B.19.
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10.1 Periodic and experimental results
The following graphs detail the results obtained throughout the course of this project.
Figure 10.1: 20Apr04 site data graph
Figure 10.2: 19May04 site data graph
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Figure 10.3: 15Jul04 site data graph
Figure 10.4: All site data graph
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10.2 Discussion
It can be seen that there is a level of compliance at the lower end of the spectrum,
both with and without the use of the ground reference plane. The GRP exhibited some
influence over the sites parameters but not in a significant enough level to shift any
more of the spectrum into the compliance region.
The resultant frequencies that are within the AS/NZS 16.1:2002 standards is tabulated
below as per table 10.1.
Frequency - MHz Polarisation COMTS compliant
60 > 65 V-V 3
75 > 85 V-V 3
65 > 80 H-H 3
99 > 101 H-H 3
60 > 85 Select 3
Table 10.1: Compliant frequency regions and their polarisation
Chapter 11
Conclusion
11.1 Technical conclusions
The FOES 5th floor OATS can be classified as a compliance test site or COMTS. Table
11.1 outlines the specific frequencies and polarisation patterns that are compliant with
AS/NZS CISPR 16.1:2002.
Frequency - MHz Polarisation COMTS compliant
60 > 65 V-V 3
75 > 85 V-V 3
65 > 80 H-H 3
99 > 101 H-H 3
60 > 85 Select 3
Table 11.1: Compliant frequencies regions and their polarisation in relation to COMTS
requirements
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11.2 Achievement of Objectives
Table 11.2 summarises the basic objectives of this project and their final status. Fol-
lowing this table the objective results are presented in further detail
Acheived Objective Results
Research Theory development 3
Procedural development 3
Procedural design Draft procedure 3
Refine procedure 3
Experimentation Equipment correction factors 3
Initial spectrum analysis 3
Site modification 3
Results Compilation and collation 3
Improve presentation of data 3
Dissertation Maintain schedule 3
Present work at seminar 3
Complete to professional level 3
Table 11.2: Achievement of objectives
Research Research consisted of approximately 3 months of reading background ma-
terial, papers, standards (Australian & Foreign), phone calls to various organizations,
investigation of available equipment, organising access to various equipment / sites and
scheduling of work.
From this research the site validation and testing procedure was drafted over a 2 month
period. This involved continual cross referencing to ensure both adherance to the
AS/NZS CISPR 16.1:2002 standard and practical implications of procedural steps.
Procedural design The procedure passed through several phases of design from ini-
tial concept, practical outline, draft in line with standards, refinement, data processing
and collation, revision and final draft. The stages involved were not hard and fast steps
but rather a general evolution.
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Experimentation The concept of experimentation for this project involved any
physical work that was located on the actual OATS site. This took the form of site
measurements, set up and tear down of equipment, ground plane conversion process
and variations to normal site procedure.
Results The data collation process was developed over a four week period and proved
to be one of the more confusing areas. There was constant turmoil over whether to add
or subtract various components of the data. Finally the correct working process was
implemented into a spreadsheet which greatly eased the processing process.
Graphing of the data proved to be an obvious leap as it would facilitate an easier
deciphering of data for those using the site and it could be presented to people not
familiar with the work.
Dissertation The work schedule, as per table A, was generally adhered to although
in some periods it did run overschedule by up to 2 weeks.
The project work was succesfully presented at the USQ conference week with the award-
ing of a Deans’ Commendation. I was also asked to present this same work, although a
shorter time was allotted, at an IEE / IEAUST student presentation night in Brisbane
QLD on 13th of October 2004. At this night I competed against 5 other universities
from Queensland and was awarded first place with an invitation to the national event
to be held in Perth WA in early 2005.
It is the authors opinion that both the dissertation work and presentation of that work
have been completed to a high professional standard.
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11.3 Future work
It has been noted that there may be some possible connection between seasonal changes
and site performance. The site had a tendency to have an average system signal strength
drift of approximaetly 5 dB between seasons. It appeared to move cyclically with the
seasons. This may provide an avenue for further investigation over a 12 month project
period for future students.
Due to time restrictions there was no data collected on the fitting of EM absorbent
material against the walls of the building wall on the site. The results from an investi-
gation into this may yield an insight into the influence of multipath propagation upon
the OATS.
Ideally both of these topics could be combined in order to provide a rounded multi
pronged approach to refining the open area test site. Perhaps even expanding the
frequency region of compliance.
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Appendix A
Project Specification
Due to the changing aspects of this project the original specifications were renegotiated
to better reflect the nature of the project.
The current version is located overpage with the initial agreement, available for com-
parision purposes, located two pages over.
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Figure A.1: Signed project specifications - current
97
Figure A.2: Signed project specifications - initial
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Date Objective
27 - 02 - 04 Ensure finalization of topic has been accepted by USQ.
01 - 01 - 04 Caution: New baby due for arrival in March.
10 - 03 - 04 Prepare plans and layout of the work site.
12 - 03 - 04 Compile catalogue listing of test equipment that will be required.
Also prepare a list of equipment that will fulfil the dissertation
requirements that the university already has available.
18 - 03 - 04 Finalise specifications with Mr David Parsons the project supervisor.
22 - 03 - 04 Specifications to be submitted on or before this date.
01 - 04 - 04 Complete readings of relevant standards and papers.
05 - 04 - 04 Compile notes and evaluations of relevant readings.
31 - 04 - 04 1st Draft of appreciation sections to be prepared for initial reviewing.
02 - 05 - 04 1st seminar outline to be prepared.
10 - 05 - 04 Finalise appreciation.
17 - 05 - 04 Appreciation to be submitted on or before this date.
20 - 05 - 04 1st presentation to be presented.
31 - 05 - 04 Draft test procedures to be completed.
31 - 06 - 04 Trial tests completed. Both with USQ and external equipment.
15 - 07 - 04 Correlation of data to be completed.
31 - 07 - 04 Draft dissertation basics to be completed.
04 - 08 - 04 Evaluate extra project work possibilities.
25 - 08 - 04 Submit extended abstract on or before this date.
01 - 09 - 04 Finalise project presentation.
20 - 09 - 04 Deliver project presentation.
10 - 09 - 04 Finalise project dissertation and complete compilation of work into
the final package.
28 - 10 - 04 Submit dissertation.
01 - 12 - 04 Relax.
Table A.1: Timeline for project progress
Appendix B
Full size figures of importance
This appendix contains all maximised figures that may have been reduced in scale in
order to fit within the formatting of this dissertation. Not all figures were included but
rather only those that may provide enhanced insight through the maximising of scale.
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Figure B.1: 5th Floor schematic close up (USQ 2004)
101
Figure B.2: Phase Delay - 0 degrees
102
Figure B.3: Phase Delay - 90 degrees
103
Figure B.4: Phase Delay - 180 degrees
104
Figure B.5: Schematic of landing (USQ 2004)
Figure B.6: Schematic of 5th floor (USQ 2004)
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Figure B.7: Site - highlighting the wall and guard rail
Figure B.8: Site - highlighting guard rails and reinforcement studs
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Figure B.9: Site - highlighting antenna alignment
Figure B.10: Site - highlighting the constructed GRP
107
Figure B.11: Site - highlighting artifical GRP in use
Figure B.12: Comparative reference testing
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Figure B.13: Extending the biconnical log antenna
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Figure B.14: 20Apr04 - Vertical data sheet
110
Figure B.15: 20Apr04 - Horizontal data sheet
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Figure B.16: 19May04 - Vertical data sheet
112
Figure B.17: 19May04 - Horizontal data sheet
113
Figure B.18: 15Jul04 - Vertical data sheet
114
Figure B.19: 15Jul04 - Horizontal data sheet
Appendix C
OATS and test equipment data
This appendix contains data obtained throughout the entire project.
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Figure C.1: Signal Generator and Spectrum Analyser system correction factor
117
Figure C.2: Antennae system correction factor
118
Figure C.3: Coaxial cables correction factors
119
Figure C.4: Coaxial cables correction factors plotted
120
Figure C.5: Signal Generator and Spectrum Analyser signal strength correction factors
plotted
121
Figure C.6: Signal Generator and Spectrum Analyser frequency drift correction factors
plotted
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Figure C.7: 20Apr04 site data graph
123
Figure C.8: 19May04 site data graph
124
Figure C.9: 15Jul04 site data graph
125
Figure C.10: All site data graph
Appendix D
Sheets for copying
This appendix contains the following sheets that are available for photocopying.
1. Site validation procedure,
2. Blank test data sheet, and
3. Completed example test data sheet.
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1. Whilst completing the site testing procedure, referring to the section “Completing
the data sheets” is advised for a complete understanding of the data compilation
procedure.
2. Ensure test equipment is within calibration and/or all correction factors have
been determined and recorded within test table sheet.
3. Set up spectrum analyser and signal generator in test office.
4. Connect power, turn on test equipment and leave on for minimum of 30 minutes
to ensure system stability through warm up period.
5. Site antennas 2.2m from concrete wall, 3m appart and centered around the landing
entrance.
6. Lay both coaxial cables out to respective antennae positions from the test equip-
ment. All coaxial cables are to be laid directly behind the relevant antennae and
to exit the site by the shortest reasonable path whilst maintaining a perpindicular
direction to walls and antennaes untill reaching the sheltered alcove. Any excess
cable length is not to be coiled together but spread out along the length of cable.
7. Extend coaxial cables from antennae sites a mutual distance towards a point of
equidistance centered between both antennaes. Ensure cable layout method in
accordance with (IAW) test procedure 5 is maintained.
8. Insert appropriate attenuator pad (6dB or 20dB), dependent upon power levels
used. It is recommended that a -20dB pad be used if no deviation from test
parameters are intended.
9. Set signal generator to standard NSA settings.
(a) Sine wave.
(b) o/p OFF.
(c) o/p level = -30dBmV.
(d) Frequency as per test table D.2
10. Set analyser to standard NSA settings.
(a) RBW = 120KHz.
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(b) Frequency as per test table D.2 and signal generator.
11. Set signal generator o/p to ON.
12. Select Centre Frequency (CF) on the spectrum analyser and enter the same fre-
quency details as per the signal generator.
13. Select peak search on spectrum analyser and/or centre upon desired signal.
14. Record received signal in table D.2 in Vdirect element.
15. Change signal generator to next frequency as per test table D.2.
16. Repeat steps 11 to 14 until test table of frequencies is completed.
17. Set signal generator o/p to OFF.
18. Remove attenuator pad.
19. Connect signal generator to Tx antennae.
20. Connect spectrum analyser to Rx antennae.
21. Inspect coaxial cables are laid IAW test procedure 5.
22. Set signal generator o/p to ON.
23. Select Centre Frequency (CF) on the spectrum analyser and enter the same fre-
quency details as per the signal generator.
24. Select peak search on spectrum analyser and/or centre upon desired signal.
25. Record received signal in table D.2 in Vsite element.
26. Change signal generator to next frequency as per test table D.2.
27. Repeat steps 11 to 14 until test table of frequencies completed.
28. Calculate site parameters using the following calulation method.
An = VDIRECT − VSITE −AFT −AFR (D.1)
29. If site results Anis ≤ ±4dB of NSA requirements the the site is within Australian
standards, if the site data is > ±4dB then the site is invalid but the site data
may be used to correct for these results for practicable useage of site.
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30. See section 8.3 Compiling data into graphical format in order to produce graphed
data.
31. An electronic copy of the blank data sheets are contained within the CD copy of
this dissertation within the folder “Test sheets”. These sheets have all the cell
algorithms, the data only needs to be entered into the blue columns if exactly
the same university test equipment is used. If you are using different equipment
then data such as the correction factors will need changing, however the over all
format shall remain the same.
NOTE: When the procedure refers to table D.2 it is discussing the test data sheet.
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Figure D.1: Blank Test Data Sheet
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Figure D.2: Completed example Test Data Sheet
